84 magna

The introduction of this engine on the Magna and the Sabre in , was a milestone in the evolution
of motorcycles that would culminate in with the introduction of the Interceptor V4. While
Honda's release of their V4 technology in the Magna and other bikes like the Sabre and
Interceptor was certainly a bold move, it was somewhat overshadowed by at least one problem.
One was the decline of motorcycle sales after the boom in the s. While Honda quality was a
given and the number of features provided in these bikes was great, they were still relatively
expensive bikes at the time. An expensive, complex bike was difficult to sell in a down market.
The second was the manufacturing and engineering problems encountered after the release in
Though criticized for its long-distance comfort and lauded mainly for its raw acceleration, [2] [3]
the Magna was the bike of choice for Doris Maron, a Canadian grandmother and
accountant-turned-traveler who toured the world solo by motorcycle. She made the trek without
the benefit of the support crew that usually accompanies riders in adventures depicted in such
films as Long Way Round. The Honda Magna of years â€” incorporated a number of unique
features into a cruiser market dominated by V-twin engines. The V4 engine configuration
provided a balance between torque for good acceleration and high horsepower. The degree
layout produced less primary vibration, and the four cylinders provided a much smoother
delivery of power than a V-twin. Good engine balance, plus short stroke and large piston
diameter allowed for a high redline and potential top speed. Besides the engine configuration,
the bike had water cooling, a six-speed transmission for good economy at highway speed, and
common on other middleweight bikes for Honda in the early s, shaft drive. While the shaft drive
is very convenient with virtually no maintenance required and no oil getting slung around , it
also robbed some power from where it was more evidently lacking on in town or lower speed
riding. Features like twin horns, hydraulic clutch, and an engine temperature gauge add nice
touches to the bike. A coil sprung, oil bath, air preload front fork with anti-dive valving was an
improvement, although the Magna did not benefit from the linkage based single shock that was
on the Sabre and Interceptor. The first generation V45 Magna has a round chrome headlight and
fenders. The headlight is a sealed beam type. The front disc brakes have straight grooves, dual
piston calipers, and TRAC anti-dive. The compression is The V45 Magna is the same as the
model with some differences. Early in the model year, the headlight was changed to a
non-sealed beam unit with a replaceable halogen bulb. The fuel tank and side covers are black.
The front disc brake grooves are curved. The US government imposed tariff rate hikes for
foreign-built motorcycles over cc in order to combat their rise in sales in North America, and to
aid the domestic motorcycle manufacturers, namely Harley-Davidson. The headlight changed
from round chrome to a rectangular chrome housing. The seats were changed to a wider 2 piece
design in an attempt to improve rider comfort. The rear shocks also changed to eliminate the
extra fluid reservoir. The wheels were different as well. Honda only made the VF for the late part
of , , , and , then back to the VF after that. The first part of , the Magnas were VF Models from to
were unique in their use of a larger primary fuel tank and smaller sub-tank. The sub-tank is
located almost in the position of a side cover, well below the level of the carburetor banks and
has a low-fuel sensor incorporated into the body. Owing to the low seat height much lower than
in a standard street bike and cruiser styling of the bike, the main tank is relatively small.
Because the bottom end of the sub-tank is so low, all bikes in this family have a fuel pump to
get the fuel up into the carburetors. In practice, the fuel pump adds more complexity to a
carbureted bike which otherwise doesn't need pressure-fed fuel. Beginning in models, the
sub-tank was dropped in favor of a slightly larger and wider main tank. Again because the
reserve level of the tank was below the carburetor, the requisite fuel pump and series of fuel
lines were kept. The engine is almost entirely identical to the version in the Interceptor VFF
sport bike, and while Honda sold the VFC Magna in the United States, it advertised it as the
"most powerful midsize custom in the world". This standard motorcycle was introduced as a
balanced bike that was just as enjoyable yet easier to ride in town than its larger Magna
siblings, with good power and a broad torque band. Thanks to its V4 design, power in the
engine is not peaky and ample torque can be found throughout the rev band, and the six-speed
transmission ratio was unique to this bike versus the ratio on the VFF. The Magna had no shaft
drive like its larger siblings, but a traditional chain drive. Various mechanical and cosmetic
changes were introduced over the years, but the basic core of the Magna remained the same.
The second generation Magna of ''88 was dubbed the Super Magna by aficionados of the bike,
though it was not an official Honda name. In countries other than the US, the Magna continued
as a Like the original Sabre and VF , this Magna engine uses a degree crankshaft and
chain-driven double-overhead camshafts. Thus, the VFC unit is technologically quite different
from Honda's last V-four sport bike engine, the VFR Interceptor, which had gear-driven
overhead cams and a degree crankshaft. For , the fake airbox covers were wrinkle black with a
"Magna" emblem. The fake airbox emblem changes to "V45" for the model. The exhaust system

was now an upswept 4-into-4 set of pipes, truly unique in the cruiser world. Although the
exhaust pipes were a beautiful sight, they were not friendly to the use of saddlebags as they
were too high. The rear wheel was a solid aluminum disc. The chin fairing was unfinished black
plastic for the 87, and color-matched for the The second generation was also the first to have
the lower seat height of a mere The production numbers of and Magnas have never been
released by Honda. The Magna was launched in as an early release model. Honda sought to
capture the market for powerful cruisers by lifting the engine from the VFR and slotting it in a
cruiser chassis. The engine itself was beautified by the addition of chrome and some extra fins,
and by the chromed 4 into 4 exhaust. A drum brake was used on the rear. A few internal
changes were made to the VFR engine for use in the Magna, including a different crankshaft, a
5-speed transmission and chain driven cams. Smaller carbs were also utilized. The changes
resulted in a stronger mid-range pull, and a very broad band of power. The design of the 3rd
generation Magna remained relatively unchanged over its lifetime. The tank decal was changed
in , and a miniature fairing was available on and Deluxe models. From Wikipedia, the free
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Crosstourer. Make Honda. Project bike. Nice looking bike in good condition, but has been
sitting since Ran when parked, but will need the usual stuff Has clear ohio title. Comes with
original tool kit, and Owners Manual. I hooked a battery to it, and all the lights, gauges, and
switches seem to work just fine. Bike cranks over just fine too. Should be a fairly easy project to
get back on the road. Model Magna V This is a really nice bike for sell. Runs really good and
absolutely nothing wrong with it. If you're looking for a cruiser that gets excellent gas mileage
then this is your bike. There are minor scratches in the paint but no dents. This is definitely a
classic motorcycle. Only phone calls will be accepted. Text will be ignored. Clean Pink in hand.
I've had the carbs rebuilt and it gets New tires, new mirrors, and new grips. I've had three
different oil leaks fixed. I also had the fork tube seals replaced. Recent tune-up and the oil is
new. I just renewed the tag so it's good until Dec. Excellent starter bike. Low miles. Good
condition. Lots of power. Needs a new choke cable. Starts right up. New battery. Serviced last
summer. No time to ride. Make Harley-Davidson. Model FL Classic. Running when parked, but
non-working and registered inop for 5 years -- clean title. Parts or project. Model Magna. For
more information call or text I have owned the bike for 22 years and kept it in a garage the whole
time. I have done all the recommended services and have kept this motorcycle in excellent
shape. This bike runs but needs carburetor work and a battery. I think the fuel float is stuck
from not riding it. The back tire has very little wear. This bike is very clean for a vintage bike.
This bike was manufactured in Canada so the gauges are metric. This bike has 30, kilometers
which equates to 18, miles. This motorcycle will go fast as I am motivated to sell. I bought
myself a new bike and I need the room in my garage. Please call for more details This bike runs
and drives great. Paint and chrome are in really good condition, still shines. It is ready to ride
and doesn't need anything. It has 39, miles and is having a few issues that I don't want to deal
with. What it needs:1 A fuel pump, it works fine up to 65 miles or so on a new tank, but after that
the pump struggles intermittently and the bike acts like it's out of gas. It has a fully charged
battery, so I'm not sure what's going on. There are two small dents in the gas tank. I've had it for
10 or 11 years and have always given it what it's needed. Other things worthy of mention: 1 the

seats were recovered and have no damage you gotta have a nice seat! It's been a great bike for
me, but I was inspired and enticed by a good deal on a new Triumph, and I don't want to put
anymore money into it, so I'm selling this one. The first tire in the pics is the rear, and the
second is the front. The front tire is in great condition. I also have the original windshield and
mounts in case you want to revert to that. I've been taking it to Empire Cycle in Loretto in recent
years so they're pretty familiar with the bike , and the previous shop is Motor Sports Plus in
South St. Thanks for looking! Runs great. Has original paint and looks great. No rust. Shifts
good. Needs nothing. A true Barn find! Stored for over 25 years, this Honda Magna V45 saw the
light of day after a long slumber about two years ago. I rescued this bike with original miles on
it. Tank had no rust, so flushed and replaced all fluids, tuned it , new tires and battery, clean and
adjust carbs, and she started right up. Bike not only looks good, but is FAST! The Cylinder head
covers were also polished, as you can see. There was no wear on the cams, still looks new last
picture. Replaced Air Cleaner covers with later model polished have the etched eagle logo - I
filled with enamel paint for contrast Blackout paint was stripped and replaced with Black
reflective inserts. Black during the day, white reflective at night. You can see it in the video. Put
new custom coil wires on it, had radiator cleaned and flushed. Paint is in beautiful condition.
The only thing I didnt address was the ding in the tack from junk falling on the bike sometime in
storage. Hard to believe that this bike is 30 years old, from looks to performance. Starts up little
cold blooded , and feels tight. Handles great, and throttle to spare. Bike is located in South
Jersey. Buyer to pay all shipping costs. Only reason I am selling it as I took a job that requires
alot of travel and dont get the time to ride. I purchased this bike last fall when my primary bike
was being built. Now its my extra. I bought this bike with 10, miles on it, and it had the original
31 year old fork seals and tires. Those both were replaced immediately, and the bike runs and
handles excellent and I have put about miles on them. For those not familiar with the original
Honda Magna line and their history. Starting in Honda imported the V45 cc along with its big
brother the V65 cc. In the crybabies at Harley Davidson went blubbering to the US Congress
complaining that they couldn't compete with the superior bikes that were being produced by the
Japanese. Congress stepped in to protect the pansies at Harley and imposed higher tariffs on
imported bikes over cc's. Honda stopped importing the V45 cc and started making the V42 cc
and thus the V42 Magna was born I bought this bike to fill the void when I was rebuilding my
Yamaha VMax, it had 10, miles on it, I replaced the old tires and had the front forks resealed.
There are two small imperfections on the tank, one on the right side front just n front of the
Honda logo, it has a dimple where the tank has been pushed in but the paint surface is fine, and
is about the size of a half dollar.. The other one is a small belt buckle mark just in front of the
seat the mark is through the clear coat and finish paint layer, but not the primer. The photo of
this mark didn't come out very well, but I will take another one later. Near as I can tell this bike
has never been dropped or seen rain, the engine bolts and instrument cluster look brand new,
and the seat is immaculate with zero tears, wear marks or even any blemishes and tank finish
look like it just rolled off the showroom floor. The tabs have expired, but I will get new ones this
week so they won't expire for another year. This is one cherry bike, and comes with a set of
highway pegs that I never got around to taking off the bike. The Super Magna is fun compact
package of sport , muscle, and agility. This bike has very very low miles and is a blast to ride!
Dont get me wrong she has a few very minor bumps from over the years but you truly cant beat
the value and fun factor this machine brings to the table. Come toss a leg over and see if this
bike is a good fit. The V-Four design had only been used a few times in the history of
Motorcycles, most noteably by Matchless. The concept probably came about as a loose
derivation from the NR oval p
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istoned V-Four racer. The V45 engine was remarkably narrow, being only 16 inches wide, and
had perfect primary balance, making for a smooth engine. In , Honda sleeved down the engine
in response to tariff rate hikes for 's, and the Magna became the VFC. In it grew back to cc.
Various mechanical and cosmetic changes were introduced over the years, but the basic core of
the Magna remained the same. Wet weight was lb's. Engine: dohc 4-valve degree
V-fourDisplacement: ccTransmission: 6-speedSeat height: Lawrenceville, GA. Rocky Ford, CO.
Williamsburg, VA. Davis, CA. Ravenscroft, TN. Rock Springs, WY. Earleville, MD. Alert
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